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SOLVING OPTIMAL BROADCASTING STRATEGY IN

METROPOLITAN MANETS USING MOCELL ALGORITHM

M. GHONAMY, A. BADR, AND ABD EL FATAH HEGAZY

Abstract. Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are a set of communi-
cating devices that are able to spontaneously interconnect without any
pre-existing infrastructure. In such a scenario, broadcasting becomes very
important to the existence and the operation of this network. The pro-
cess of optimizing the broadcast strategy of MANETs is a multi-objective
problem with three objectives: (1) reaching as many stations as possible,
(2) minimizing the network utilization and (3) reducing the broadcast-
ing duration. The main contribution of this paper is that it tackles this
problem by using multi-objective cellular genetic algorithm that is called
MOCELL. MOCELL computes a Pareto front of solutions to empower
a human designer with the ability to choose the preferred configuration
for the network. Our results are compared with those obtained from the
previous proposals used for solving the problem, a cellular multi-objective
genetic algorithm which called cMOGA (the old version of MOCELL). We
conclude that MOCELL outperforms cMOGA with respect to set coverage
metric.

1. Introduction

Mobile ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are composed of a set of communi-
cating devices that are able to spontaneously interconnect without any pre-
existence or operation of the network. There is no such an organization re-
sponsible for this kind of networks. Bluetooth and wifi are the most popular
wireless networking technologies available. In MANET, devices communicate
in a short limit and they can move while communicating. One of the main ob-
stacles for performing efficient communication is that the topology may change
quickly and unpredictably.
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The considered problem in this paper is broadcasting on a Metropolitan
MANETs. Metropolitan MANETs is a subclass of MANETs which have some
specific properties: Their density is heterogeneous and it is also dynamic (high
density regions don’t remain active full time). The considered broadcasting
strategy in this work is Delay Flooding with Cumulative Neighborhood pro-
tocol (DFCN) [19].The considered three real world examples of such a net-
work are mall environment, Metropolitan area, and highway environment.
We took the previous environments into account so, instead of providing a
special-purpose protocol for each environment, our suggestion lies in tuning
the broadcasting process to adapt with each environment. The optimization
of broadcasting process needs multi-goals to be satisfied at the same time by:
(1) maximizing the number of reached devices (coverage) (2) minimizing the
network usage (bandwidth) and (3) minimizing the duration of the process.
This means that we are facing multi-objective optimization [5] [16].

The intended result of multi-objective optimization is not a single solu-
tion as the single-objective optimization. Rather, the goal is a set of solutions
called Pareto optimal set (section 2). The goal is a set of solutions because
one solution can provide the best result in one objective but another solu-
tion can provide the better results in another objective i.e: in our MOP, one
solution can provide the best result in term of coverage but other solution
can provide the best result in term of duration. These solutions are called
non-dominated solution (Pareto optimal). When Pareto optimal plotted in
the objective space, it is called Pareto front. Then, the role of the decision
maker comes by choosing the most suitable solution from the Pareto front.
In this paper, we investigate solving the problem of tuning some broadcast-
ing strategy for metropolitan MANETs by using multi-objective optimization
evolutionary algorithm (MOCELL).

Many evolutionary algorithms are used to solve multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems. Although cellular genetic algorithm (cGA) has proved high
efficiency and accuracy in solving single-objective optimization problems, a
few works used genetic algorithm based on cellular population structure [20]
in solving multi-objective optimization problem. The algorithm we propose is
MOCELL which is presented in [2] as a new version of cMOGA (cellular Multi-
Objective Genetic Algorithm).Our contribution lies in modifying MOCELL to
be adapted with the nature of our problem (multiple decision variables with
different data types). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to solve the broadcasting problem on MANETs by using MOCELL and the
second with structured multi-objective EVs.

In order to verify the obtained results of the aforementioned algorithm
MOCELL, we compared MOCELL results against CMOGA (the previous pro-
posal used for solving our problem). But we needed to re-implement CMOGA
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in order to avoid the influence of the differences between the programming
techniques used in this and the previous study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents a brief sur-
vey on multi-objective optimization and in section 3 we describe our problem
and how the broadcasting protocol works. We present the chosen algorithm
MOCELL in detail in section 4 and in section 5, we present our experiment
in terms of the simulator configuration, parameters used with MOCELL, and
the obtained results. We present and analyze the obtained result of comparing
MOCELL results against cMOGA results in section 6.Finally; we summarize
and suggest some topics for future research.

2. Multi-objective optimization

In this section we will revise some multi-objective optimization back-
ground. The concepts of multi-objective optimization, feasible region, Pareto
optimality, Pareto dominance, Pareto optimal set, Pareto front, Pareto set
approximation and Pareto front approximation are defined in the following
subsections.

The scenario considered in this section involves an arbitrary optimization
problem with p number of constrains and m objective functions which are
(without loss of generality) to be maximized.All the objectives have equal
weight.
Multi-objective optimization problem (MOP):

MOP can be defined as finding the vector
#   »

X∗ = [x∗1, x
∗
2, ..., x

∗
n] which maximizes

the vector function
#»

f ( #»x ) = [f1(
#»x ), f2(

#»x ), ..., fm( #»x )] where #»x = [x1, x2, ..., xn]
is the vector of decision variables. It also must satisfy the p constrains
hi(

#»x ), i = 1, 2, ..., p
Feasible region
Feasible region Ω can be defined as the set of all vectors which satisfy all the
constrains. Any point that belongs to the feasible region #»x ∈ Ω is called fea-
sible solution
Pareto dominance:
An objective vector #»a = (a1, a2, ..., an) is said to dominate

#»

b = (b1, b2, ..., bn)

(denoted by #»a ≻ #»

b ) if and only if
#»

b is partially less than #»a i.e, ∀i ∈
{1, ..., n}, ai ≥ bi ∧ ∃i ∈ {1, ..., n} : ai > bi .In another word an objective

vector #»a dominate
#»

b if no component of #»a is smaller than the corresponding

component of
#»

b and at least one component is greater.
Pareto Optimality:

A point #»x
′ ∈ Ω is Pareto optimal only if ¬∃ #»x ∈ X,

#»

f ( #»x
′
) ≺ #»

f ( #»x ), for all #»x

which belong to the decision space X, such a #»x that dominates #»x
′
does not

exist.
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Pareto optimal set:

The Pareto optimal set for a given MOP
#»

f ( #»x ) can be defined as P ∗ = { #»x ∈
Ω|¬∃ #»x

′ ∈ Ω,
#»

f ( #»x
′
) ≻ #»

f ( #»x )}. In another word, none of the elements of the
Pareto optimal set is dominated by others which belongs to the feasible region.
Pareto front:
The Pareto front for a given MOP

#»

f ( #»x )and its Pareto optima set P ∗ can be

defined as PF ∗ = { #»

f ( #»x ), #»x ∈ P ∗}.
Pareto set approximation:
Most work in the area of evolutionary multi-objective optimization has focused
on the approximation of the Pareto optimal set. So we consider the outcome
of our algorithm as mutually nondominated solutions, or for short Pareto set
approximation.
Pareto front approximation:
To sum up, we can describe Pareto front approximation as the front of Pareto
set approximation.

3. The problem

The considered problem consists of finding the most adequate parameters
for DFCN broadcasting algorithm. This section is arranged as follows; in
section 3.1 we describe the considered network in our work. We describe in
section 3.2 the target broadcasting algorithm DFCN which should be tuned
and in section 3.3 we present the Multi-objective optimization problem of our
work.

3.1. Metropolitan mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). Metropolitan
mobile ad hoc network is MANET with the following properties. The first
property is the high density areas where the nodes density is higher than the
average i.e. school, airport, or supermarket. High density areas don’t remain
active all the time, they may appear or disappear from the system at any time
i.e. school working hours from 8:00am to 5:00pm and the density of this school
area outside this period is very low.

We needed a software simulator to represent such a network which allows
us to tackle our problem. The chosen software simulator is Madhoc, a metro-
politan MANET simulator [18]. Madhoc works as a tool to simulate different
scenarios and environments based on some parameters.

There are a number of topological configurations such as people moving
in a gallery place, airport place, and shopping center. The previous scenarios
have different characteristics such as the size of the area, the mobility, the
density of devices, the existence of walls (which has an effect on both the
mobility and the signal strength), and other characteristics. We used three
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different scenarios implemented by Madhoc. The chosen scenarios are real
world scenarios that model metropolitan area, shopping mall and a highway
scenario.

• Metropolitan environment The metropolitan environment simu-
lates MANETs in a metropolitan area. In this environment, we lo-
cated a set of spots (crossroads) and connect them by streets. We
model both human and vehicles, and they are continuously moving
from one crossroad to another through streets. It is obvious that de-
vices need to reduce their speed while attempting to cross a crossroad
(like in the real world).

• Mall environment The mall environment is used to simulate MANETs
in commercial shopping center. In this environment, the shops are lo-
cated together in the corridors. The people move from one shop to
another through corridors, and sometimes they stop to watch some
shop window. These malls are very crowded (the density of devices is
high).The behavior of people in shops is different from their behavior
out of those shops (in term of mobility). There is a high density of
shops in this environment. At the end, the walls of building restrict
the mobility of devices and their signal propagation.

• Highway environment The highway environment simulates MANETs
outside cities. This environment is characterized by the large surface
with roads, and people travelling by car. Therefore, the density of this
environment is very low since all devices are located in the roads mov-
ing in a high speed (in term of mobility). The obstacles that attenuate
the signal strength and devices movement do not exist.

3.2. Delayed flooding with cumulative neighborhood (DFCN). The
broadcasting protocols can be classified according to their algorithmic nature
by the following criteria: determinism, reliability, or the information required
by their execution such that the content of the hello messages. The deter-
ministic algorithms do not use any randomness while the reliable algorithms
guarantee the full coverage of the network [12]. In another work [14] the pro-
tocols are categorized as centralized and localized. Centralized protocols [1]
need a global or semi-global knowledge of the network. So they are not scal-
able. On the other hand, the local protocols need some knowledge about one
or two hops in the network.

According to the classification presented earlier, DFCN is a deterministic
algorithm. It is a local protocol which works with 1-hop knowledge that per-
mits DFCN to achieve great scalability. In DFCN, the ”hello” messages do
not carry any additional information but the broadcasting messages embed
the list of node’s neighbors.
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Here is some additional information about DFCN.

• DFNC requires 1-hope neighborhood information like many other neigh-
borhood knowledge based broadcasting protocols. DFNC obtains the
required information through ”hello” packets which work on network
layer. The set of neighbors of device x is called N(x).

• The set of IDs of the 1-hop neighbors of every broadcasted message m
is embedded in the header of m.

• Each device records local information about all the received messages.
The single record of this local information consists of:

– The received message ID.
– The set of IDs of the devices that receive the message.
– The decision of whether or not the message should be forwarded.

• Random Assessment Delay (RAD) is a random delay used by DFCN
before re-forwarding a broadcast message m. It is used to prevent
the collisions. In another word, while a device x forwards a message
m, all the devices in N(x) receive it in the same time. Then all of
them will re-forward the message m simultaneously and this causes
network collisions. The goal of using RAD is delaying the process of
re-forwarding the message m for each device in N(x) with a random
value. Therefore, the risk of collisions is significantly reduced.

DFCN algorithm can be divided into three parts. The first two parts are
responsible for dealing with outcoming events. The first part is responsible
for dealing with new message reception, while the second is responsible for
detecting a new neighbor. The third part is responsible for re-forwarding the
received messages or detecting new neighbor during the follow-up of one of the
previous parts. Reactive behavior is the behavior resulting from a message
reception. Proactive behavior is the behavior resulting when a new neighbor
is discovered.

Let x1 , x2 are two neighbor devices. When x1 sends a message m to x2 ,
the list of N(x1) are embedded in the sent message m. After x2 receives the
message m, it knows the set of all the message m recipients N(x1). Therefore,
N(x2) − N(x1) are the set of devices that have not received the message m
yet. If x2 re-forwards the message m, the number of devices that receives m
for the first time is maximized through the following equation: h(x2, x1) =
|N(x2)−N(x1)|.

The received message m is re-forwarded only if the number of neighbors
who have not received the message m yet is greater than a given threshold to
reduce the usage of network bandwidth. The threshold is a function of the
neighbor devices for the receptor x2 and it is written as threshold (|N(x2)|).
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The device x2 uses a Boolean function B(x2, x1) to decide whether to re-
forward the message m or not. The Boolean function B(x2, x1) is defined
as:

(1) B(x1, x2) =
{
true, h(x1,x2)≥threshold(|N(x2)|)
false, otherwise

The recipient devise x2 re-forwards the message m only if the threshold
is exceeded. After the random delay defined by RAD is finished, the message
m is re-forwarded. The threshold function allows DFCN to facilitate the mes-
sage re-forward when the connectivity is low. It takes the recipient device x2
neighbors number as a parameter and it is defined as:

(2) threshold(n) =
{
1, n≤safeDensity
minGain∗n, otherwise

DFCN always re-forwards while the density is below the maximum safe
density called safe Density. DFCN uses minGain parameter to compute the
minimum threshold for forwarding a message.

When the device x discovers a new neighbor, it forwards this discovery if
N(x) is lower than the given threshold called proID, otherwise this behavior
is disabled, which means that there is no action taken in case of the new
neighbor discovery.

3.3. DFCNT (DFCN Tuning) as MOP. In this subsection, we present
the Tuning of DFCN as a multi-objective optimization problem that we call
DFCNT. The following are the five parameters that must be tuned with the
role and range of each parameter in the DFCN.

• minGain is the minimum gain from the re-broadcasting process. Since
minimizing the bandwidth should be highly dependent on the network
density, minGain is the most important parameter for tuning DFCN.
It ranges from 0.0 to 1.0

• lowerBoundRAD parameter is used for defining the lower bound of
RAD value (random delay in re-broadcasting in milliseconds). This
parameter takes values in the interval [0.0, 10.0] ms.

• upperBoundRAD parameter is used for defining the upper bound of
RAD value. The parameter takes values in the interval [0.0, 10.0]ms.

• proD parameter is used for setting the maximum density to enable the
proactive behavior (reacting to new neighbor). The parameter takes
values in the interval [0, 100].

• safeDensity parameter is used for defining a maximum safe density
of the threshold. This parameter takes values in the interval [0, 100].
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The previous five parameters are considered as decision variables that char-
acterized the search space. The chosen intervals are wide enough to include all
the reasonable values that can be found in real scenarios. The three objective
functions are defined as follows: the first objective function is minimizing the
duration of the broadcasting process, the second is maximizing the network
coverage and the third is minimizing the number of transmission (reduce band-
width usage).Since we have three different real world Metropolitan MANETs
scenarios, three instances of DFCNT have to be solved: DFCNT, Meropolitan,
DFCNT, Mall and DFCNT, Highway.

4. The algorithm

Using EAs (Evolutionary Algorithms) in solving optimization problem has
been very intense during the last decade [22]. It is possible to find this kind
of algorithms tackling complex problems like constrained optimization task.
These algorithms work on a set (population) of solution (individuals) by ap-
plying some stochastic operator on them to search for the best solution. Most
EAs use a single population of individuals. They also apply their stochastic op-
erator on the whole population as illustrated in figure [1]. On the other hand,
there are other EVs that use structured population. In that case, the popula-
tion is somehow decentralized. Structured EVs most suited to parallel imple-
mentation. The EAs that use decentralized population provide a sampling of
the search space which improves both numerical behavior and execution time
better than those that use single population. Distributed and cellular EVs are
the most popular among many types of structured EAs as illustrated in figure
[1] [4][6][7][11].We focus in this work on Cellular Genetic Algorithms (CGAs).
CGAs use a small neighborhood concept, which mean that individual can only
interact with his neighbors [4]. The overlapped small neighborhoods of CGAs
help with exploring the space because the induced slow diffusion of solutions
through the population provides a kind of exploration while exploitation takes
place inside each neighborhood by genetic operations. Although CGAs were
initially designed to parallel processors machines, they were adapted to suit
mono-processor machines and accomplish good results. The neighborhood
definition (during the CGA execution) did not depend on the graphical neigh-
borhood definition in the problem space.

4.1. Cellular genetic algorithm. In this subsection, we present the canon-
ical CGA in detail as published on [9]. CGA pseudo-code is presented in
Algorithm 1. Since CGA is a structured EA, its population is structured as
follows: it is usually structured in a regular grid of d dimensions with the
neighborhood defined on it. The algorithm works on each individual in the
population according to its place orderly (Algorithm1 line 5). The current
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individual can only interact with his or her neighbors (Algorithm 1line 6).
The current individual parents are chosen from the neighbors by using some
selection technique (Algorithm 1 line 7). In line 8 and 9, crossover and mu-
tation operators are applied to the current individual with probabilities Pc,
Pm respectively. After that, the algorithm computes the fitness values of the
offsprings (line 10) then, inserts them or one of them instead of the current
individual either in the current population or in a new one according to the
chosen replacement policy (line 11).

Figure 1. single (a), distributed (b), and cellular (c) EAs

After finishing the previous cycle for all individuals, we get a new popu-
lation for the next generation (line 13). The loop continues until termination
condition is met (line 4). The termination condition is met either by find-
ing the optimum solution or exceeding the maximum number of calling the
evaluation function or composed of both.

4.2. Multi-objective cellular GA: MOCELL. In this subsection, we present
MOCELL, a multi-objective optimization algorithm based on a cGA model as
presented in [2][3]. But we needed to modify it in order to tackle our problem
in terms of dealing with multiple non-heterogeneous decision variables .We ob-
served that Algorithms 1 and 2 were very similar. One of the main differences
between the two algorithms is the existence of a Pareto front (see section 2)
in the MOCELL algorithm. The Pareto front is just an additional population
(the external archive) composed of a number of the non-dominated solutions
found since it has a maximum size. In order to manage the insertion of so-
lutions in the Pareto front with the goal of obtaining a diverse set, a density
estimator based on the crowding distance proposed for NSGA-II [17] has been
used. This measure is also used to remove solutions from the archive when it
is full.
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MOCell starts by creating an empty Pareto front (line 2 in Algorithm 2).
Individuals are arranged in a 2-dimensional grid and the genetic operators were
successively applied on them (lines 9 and 10) until the termination condition
was met (line 5). Hence, the algorithm for each individual consists of two
parents from their neighborhood, recombining them in order to obtain an
offspring, mutating it, evaluating the resulting individual and inserting it in
both the auxiliary population (if it is not dominated by the current individual)
and the Pareto front. Finally, after each generation, the auxiliary one replaces
the old population and a feedback procedure is invoked to replace a fixed
number of randomly chosen individuals of the population by solutions from
the archive.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of a canonical cGA

1:Proc Evolve(cga)

2:GenerateInitialPopulation(cga.pop);

3:Evaluation(cga.pop);

4:While ! StopCondition() do

5: for individual = 1 to cga.popSize do

6: neighbors =calculateNeighborhood(cga, position(individual));

7: parents =selection(neighbors);

8: offspring =recombination(cga.Pc, parents);

9: offspring =mutation(cga.Pm,offspring);

10: evaluation(offspring);

11: replacement(position(individual), auxiliary_pop,offspring);

12: End for

13: Cga.pop =auxiliary_pop;

14:end while

15:end proc Evolve

5. Experiments

In this section, we first describe the configuration of the network simulator
(MadHoc). Next, we present the parameterization used by MOCELL. Finally,
we present the analysis of the obtained results for DFCNT.

MOCELL has been implemented in Java and tested on a PC with a 2.8
GHz (dual-core) processor with 2GB of RAM memory and running windows
XP service back 3. The java version used is 1.7.0. Although cMOGA was
used in previous research to tackle our problem, we re-implemented it in order
to avoid the influence of the differences between the programming techniques
used in this and the previous study.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of MOCELL
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1:Proc Evolve(mocell)

2:Pareto_front = createPFront();

3:GenerateInitialPopulation(mocell.pop);

4:Evaluation(mocell.pop);

5:while ! StopCondition() do

6: for individual = 1 to mocell.popSize do

7: neighbors = getNeighborhood(mocell, position(individual));

8: parents = selection(neighbors);

9: offspring = recombination(mocell.Pc, parents);

10: offspring = mutation(mocell.Pm,offspring);

11: evaluation(offspring);

12: Insert(position(individual),offspring,mocell, auxiliary_pop);

13: InsertInParetoFront(individual,Pareto_front);

14: end for

15:mocell.pop = auxiliary_pop;

16:mocell.pop = Feedback(mocell,Pareto_Front);

17:end while

18:end proc Evolve

5.1. Madhoc Configuration. There are three different environments for
MANETs that Model three possible real-world scenarios. The main features
of these environments are explained in this chapter and they are summarized
in table [1]. In figure [2], we show an example for each environment. The
examples in figure [2] are obtained by using the graphical user interface of
Madhoc simulator by using the proposed configurations summarized in table
[1].The broadcasting process is considered to be completed when either the
coverage is 100% or it does not vary for 1.5 second. The broadcasting process
termination is truly important since improper termination condition can lead
to bad results or slow simulation.

Table 1. Main features of Madhoc environment

Metropolitan Mall Highway
Surface (m2) 160,000 40,000 1,000,000
Density of spots 50 800 3

(crossroad/km2) (store/km2) (joints/km2)
Spots radius (m) 3 - 15 1 - 10 50 - 20

Speed out of spots (m/s) 1 - 25 0.3 - 1 30 - 50
Devices Speed in spots (m/s) 0.3 - 10 0.3 - 0.8 20 - 30

Density(dev./km2) 500 2000 50
Wall obstruction (%) 90 70 0
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5.1.1. The Metropolitan Environment. In this section, we study the behavior
of DFCN in the Metropolitan environment. In this environment modulation,
we set the surface as 400 * 400 square meters. The density of spots (crossroads)
is 50 per square kilometer. Each spot has a circle surface of radius between 3
and 15 meters. In this scenario, the wall obstruction (penalty of signal) is up
to 90%. The density of the devices is 500 elements per square kilometer. While
setting the speed parameter, we should consider the cases when people or cars
move, so the value of movement speed in crossroads area ranges between 0.3
and 10 m/s, and between 1 and 25 m/s in other cases (streets). This kind
of environment consists of a few numbers of sub-networks that are connected
to each other by few links, one or two or even zero in case of unconnected
subnetworks. Isolated nodes are those devices that are not connected to any
subnetworks as illustrated in figure [2]. The topology of this environment can
vary in a very fast way since the devices can move through cars. All of the
previous properties show us how hard is the broadcasting process through this
network and this was what made this scenario challenging for us.

Figure 2. MANET scenario

5.1.2. The Mall Environment. In this section, we show the parameter of Mad-
hoc configuration of the mall environment. In this scenario, the number of both
shops (spots) and devices is very high (density). There are walls that have
two roles, the first is to attenuate the signals and the second is to slow down
the speed of devices that is already slow since we are modeling people walking.
The surface of this environment is defined as 200 * 200 square meters. The
number of devices per kilometer is 2000. The number of stores (spots) per
kilometer is 800. Each store (spots) has a circle of radius ranging between 1
and 10 meters. The obstruction of the wall is measured by 70% attenuation
of the signal strength. At the end, the speed of the devices range between 0.3
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and 1 m/s inside the corridors (speed out of spots) and between 0.3 and 0.8
m/s inside stores (speed in spots).

In figure [2], we can notice that the mall environment diagram is a very
condensed graph. The graph is condensed because the mobile devices coverage
ranges between 40 and 80 meters. Therefore, the Mall environment problem
is the hardest problem because of the broadcast storm [21].

5.1.3. The Highway Environment. The highway environment consists of a
small number of devices moving in a high-speed manner. In this environ-
ment, there is no wall obstruction. The signal attenuation is set to 0%. The
surface in this environment is 1000 * 1000. The number of devices is 50 de-
vices per square kilometer. There are three spots (highway entrances or exits)
in this scenario. The speed of devices outside the spots ranges from 30 to 50
m/s. The speed of the devices inside the spots ranges from 20 and 50 m/s.
The radius of each spot ranges from 25 to 100 meter.

In figure [2], we can notice that the highway environment consists of a
number of subnetworks usually unconnected. Each subnetwork is composed
of a small number of devices. The main challenge in this scenario is how fast
the topology changes because of the speed of the devices in the highway. The
faster change the topology makes, the harder the broadcast process becomes.

5.2. Parameterization of MOCELL. In this section, we explain the pa-
rameter used by MOCELL in our experiment. The population consists of
100 individuals formed as square toroidal grid. We used C9 (compact nine)
neighborhood composed of 9 individuals; the selected one and all adjacent
individuals as illustrated in figure [3]. Per each evaluation function calling, we
call the madhoc simulator five times because of the stochastic nature of the
simulator. The objectives (time, coverage, and bandwidth) are calculated as
an average of the five returned values through the five simulator calling. Call-
ing the simulator five times per function has a great effect on our experiment
time. The previous details show us why the number of algorithm is just 30
times.

Figure 3. C9 neighborhood
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Table 2. MOCELL Parameters

Parameter Name Parameter value
Population size 100 individuals
Stop condition 25000 function evaluations
Neighborhood C9
Parent selection Binary Tournament + Binary Tournament
Recombination Simulated Binary probability = 1.0
Mutation Polynomial probability = 1.0/L
Replacement Rep If Better
Archive size 100
Density estimator Crowding distance
Feedback 20 individuals

Simulated Binary operator (SBX) [15] is used in the recombination phase
with probability pc = 1.0 since we deal with continuous decision variables.
SBX simulates the behavior of the single point binary crossover on double
individuals. We used polynomial operator [15] as a mutation operator with
probability pm = 1.0/L for every allele (where L is the length of individual).
We chose both parents by using Binary Tournament. The resulting offspring
replaces the current individual if it dominates the current individual. We used
adaptive grid algorithm to insert the individuals into the Pareto Front [13].
This algorithm divides the objective space into hypercubes that lead to the
balance of the density of the non-dominated solutions in these cubes. In the
case of inserting a new non-dominated solution into the Pareto Front, the
grid location of the solution is determined. If the Pareto Front is already
full and the new non-dominated solution does not belong to the most crowded
hypercube then one of the solutions that belongs to that hypercube is removed
to leave a space for the new non-dominated solution.

Using the try and error technique, we conclude that the previous MOCELL
parameters are considered the best parameters for MOCELL in solving the
aforementioned problem.

5.3. Results for DFCNT. In this section, we analyze the result of DFCNT
in the three different environments. The DFCNT problem is composed of five
decision variables and three objective functions. The experiment consists of 30
independent runs for each problem environment. The experiment execution
time is almost 2 months.

We show the mean and standard deviation of both time (in hours) and
number of Pareto optima obtained by MOCELL for the three different in-
stances of the DFCNT problem (metropolitan, mall, and highway) in table
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[3]. As we can see, the single execution run is 23 hours for Metropolitan and
16 hours for mall and 10 hours for highway. The complexity of the evalua-
tion function, since we call the simulator five times, is the only reason for the
long time of our experiment. The average of the number of Pareto optima
obtained is 98.9 for Metropolitan, 99.6 for Mall, and 97.4 for highway where
the maximum is 100 solutions per run. This result is very satisfying for the
three instances of the problem since we provide the decision makers with a
wide range of solutions.

In Figure [4], we show the diversity of MOCELL result for each of the three
instances of the DFCNT problem. Best solutions are those that satisfy the
following objective functions (maximize the coverage, minimize bandwidth and
minimize the duration of the broadcasting process). From the obtained results,
the solutions that cover over 95% in the broadcasting process need in average
720.8 ms and 69.91 messages (bandwidth usage) for the Metropolitan scenario.
In addition, they need 163 ms and 22.45 messages for the mall scenario and
827.1 ms and 71.61 messages for the highway scenario. In fact, only 11%
from the Pareto optima solutions reach 95% coverage for the metropolitan
environment while 39% and 6% for mall and highway in consecutive. The
previous results reflect the importance of the coverage and how hard it is to
satisfy this objective function.

By looking to figure [4], we can note that in the case of the mall scenario,
the duration is less than 250 ms, bandwidth usage is less than 30 messages
and the coverage is always more than 0.4. Therefore, it is so obvious that the
broadcasting process in the mall scenario is better than the other scenarios. In
figure [4], the Duration axis (time in milliseconds) shows that the broadcasting
process in both metropolitan and highway scenarios takes longer time than
mall scenario. The bandwidth axis (number of sent messages) shows us that
the broadcasting process in both metropolitan and highway scenarios take
longer time than the mall scenario. The coverage axis (percentage of all devices
in the network) shows us that there are some solutions with coverage less than
10% in both metropolitan and highway scenarios.

Table 3. experiment’s time, and number of Pareto optimal
for each problem

Environment Time (h) Number of Pareto optima
DFCNT.Metropolitan 23.09±0.998 98.9±1.45

DFCNT.Mall 15.87±0.368 99.6±0.966

DFCNT.Highway 9.852±0.181 97.4±5.235

The previous coverage results are expected because they depend on the dif-
ference between the scenarios. The probability of having isolated sub-networks
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(consists of one or two devices) increases with the decrease in devices density
(increase simulation area and decrease devices number). Since the mall sce-
nario has the highest connectivity (highest devices density), it has the best
coverage results. However, the high density has its drawback because it in-
creases the risk of broadcast storm which makes solving DFCNT.mall very
hard. Based on these results, we note that MOCELL succeeded in dealing
with this problem.

The Pareto fronts illustrated in figure 4 achieves the designs objectives of
the DFCN protocol, since most of the plots are distributed on a wide range
that provides a decision maker with a wide variety of solutions. Our results
also have a set of solutions that allow DFCN to achieve a coverage rate close
to 100%, while keeping the network throughput very low.

6. Comparing MOCELL against CMOGA

In this section, we compare our study with those that used CMOGA on
DFCNT problem. The three instances of DFCNT problem (metropolitan,
mall, and highway) are solved with CMOGA to make this case study. Although
the DFCNT problem has previously been solved by CMOGA algorithm in [8],
we re-implemented CMOGA algorithm in order to insure high accuracy in our
comparative study by avoiding implementing differences effect.

6.1. Parameterization of CMOGA. In this section, we show the CMOGA
algorithm parameters. The algorithm population size is 100 individuals. It
stops when 25000 evaluation functions have been made. We chose C9 as a
neighborhood operator described in section 2 and illustrated in figure [3]. Both
the parents are chosen by Binary tournament operator. In the Recombination
step, we used simulated binary crossover [15] with probability = 1. In the
Mutation step, we used polynomial [15] with probability pm = 1.0/L for every
allele (where L is the length of individual). The offspring replaces the current
individual only if the former dominates the latter. The maximum archive size
is 100 individuals. We used adaptive grid algorithm to insert the individuals
into the Pareto Front [13]. As you notice, we used almost the same parameters
of MOCELL for CMOGA algorithm to insure the accuracy in our comparative
study. For evaluating each individual, we had to call the simulator five times as
in the case of MOCELL. Therefore, in each single run of CMOGA algorithm,
we had called the simulator 125,000 times.

We used the same parameters previously used with MOCELL in order to
insure the precision of our comparative study.

6.2. Evaluation of the Results. As Cellular Genetic Algorithms belong to
meta-heuristic algorithms, it is considered as a non- deterministic technique
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Figure 4. Pareto Fronts For the three environment
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Table 4. CMOGA Parameters

Parameter Name Parameter value
Population size 100 individuals
Stop condition 25000 function evaluations
Neighborhood C9
Parent selection Binary Tournament + Binary Tournament
Recombination Simulated Binary probability = 1.0
Mutation Polynomial probability = 1.0/L
Replacement Rep If Better
Archive size 100
Density estimator Crowding distance

and this means that different solutions can be reached by using the same
algorithm twice on the same problem. The previous detail makes a serious
problem for the researchers in evaluating their results and in comparing their
algorithms results to existing algorithms.

The studied algorithms are applied to 3 scenarios of real-world problems
to insure that the proposed algorithms are capable of tackling such problems.

In our case of multiobjective optimization algorithms, we have to use met-
rics to compare the quality of the obtained solutions. However, until now
there is no single metric that proves its superiority to the other metrics. So,
we need to use more than one metric to insure the accuracy in our comparative
study. The chosen metrics are a number of Pareto Optima, hypervolume, and
set coverage [10]. Once we apply any of the previous metrics on our obtained
pareto front, we get a single value.

Table 5. MOCELL vs. CMOGA Number of Pareto optima

Algorithm X Max Min Test

DFCNT.Metropolitan
MOCELL 98.9±1.45 100 96

-
CMOGA 99.7±0.675 100 98

DFCNT.Mall
MOCELL 99.6±0.966 100 97

-
CMOGA 99.9±0.316 100 99

DFCNT.Highway
MOCELL 97.4±5.23 100 84

-
CMOGA 94.7±8.68 100 72

Since the proposed algorithms are non-deterministic, the comparison of a
single execution is inconsistent. So, the comparison must be applied on a large
set of results obtained after a high number of independent executions (in our
case 30 independent runs) for the algorithms on a given problem. We used
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a statistics function in order to make the comparisons between the obtained
results. Our statistics reflect the significance of the obtained results and the
comparisons as shown in the Test column.

We applied Kruskal-Wallis test on our results. Kruskal-Wallis function
allows us to determine whether the effects observed in our results are significant
or it appeared because of error in the collected samples. We chose this statistics
function since we have non-normal data distribution. We used Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test to check if our data distribution is gaussian or not. We considered
a confidence level of 95% in our comparison study and this means that we can
guarantee that the differences of the compared algorithms are significant or
not with a probability of 95% or with the p-value less than 0.05.

Table 6. MOCELL vs. CMOGA for Hyper volume metric

Algorithm X Max Min Test

DFCNT.Metropolitan
MOCELL 0.9998±5.32E−04 1 0.998

-
CMOGA 0.9996±1.22E−03 1 0.996

DFCNT.Mall
MOCELL 0.9965±3.77E−03 1 0.989

-
CMOGA 0.9964±3.91E−03 1 0.99

DFCNT.Highway
MOCELL 0.9998±6.71E−04 1 0.998

-
CMOGA 0.9999±1.46E−04 1 0.999

6.3. Discussion. In this section, we made the comparison between MOCELL
and CMOGA algorithms. As previously mentioned, the results are obtained
after making 30 independent runs of every experiment for each algorithm and
the used metrics are number of non-dominated solutions found in the Pareto
Front, Hypervolum, and Set Coverage.

The obtained results are shown in tables [5], [6], and [7]. The previous
tables include x (the mean) and the standard-deviation of our results. They
also include the maximum and minimum obtained values for each metric.

In table [5], although the obtained results are not statistically significant,
we can notice that both algorithms MOCELL and CMOGA reached a high
number of Pareto Optima since the maximum number of Pareto Optima is
100 solutions. In table [6], MOCELL improves CMOGA in metropolitan, and
mall scenarios in terms of the hypervolume metric but the difference is not
statistically significant. But CMOGA improves MOCELL in the mall scenario
in terms of the hypervolume metric without statistical significance. We can
notice that both of algorithms have reached high level of Hypervolume metric
since the maximum value is 1. The result of the set coverage metric is shown in
table [7]. The MOCELL outperforms CMOGA in two of the studied problems
(metropolitan, and highway scenarios) with statistical significance in terms
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of the set coverage metric. In contrast to the previous scenarios, CMOGA
outperforms MOCELL in the mall scenario with statistical significant in terms
of the set coverage metric.

To sum up, there is no algorithms better than the others. But MOCELL
seems to be better than CMOGA in terms of hypervolume and set coverage.
On the other hand, CMOGA outperforms MOCELL in the case of number of
pareto optima. The differences between the two algorithms are statistically
significant for the set coverage metric. On the other hand, we did not find any
important differences in the other two metrics (number of pareto optima, and
hypervolume).

Table 7. MOCELL vs. CMOGA for Set Coverage metric

C(A,B)
A B X Max Min Test

DFCNT. MOCELL CMOGA 0.3501±9.42E−02 0.6 0.122449
+

Metropolitan CMOGA MOCELL 0.3209±8.14E−02 0.51 0.15625
DFCNT. MOCELL CMOGA 0.2841±6.91E−02 0.4848 0.16

+
Mall CMOGA MOCELL 0.3322±7.56E−02 0.51 0.175258
DFCNT. MOCELL CMOGA 0.3704±9.60E−02 0.6 0.180556

+
Highway CMOGA MOCELL 0.3577±9.88E−02 0.6071 0.113402

7. Conclusions and future works

In this paper we present the problem of optimally tuning DFCN (broad-
casting protocol) which works on MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc wireless Network),
by using MOCELL (Multi-objective optimization algorithm). DFCNT is de-
fined as a three objectives MOP, with the goals of minimizing the network
usage, maximizing network coverage and minimizing the duration of broad-
casting.

We used three different realistic scenarios. Three different instances of
MOP have been solved. They are city’s streets (DFCNT.Metropolitan), mall
center (DFCNT.mall) and Highway streets (DFCNT.Highway). we can con-
clude that solving DFCNT by MOCELL provides a Pareto front set that
consists of more than 95 points in the case of the highway scenario and more
than 99 points in the case of the other two scenarios.

In the second part of this paper, we compared our chosen algorithm MO-
CELL versus cMOGA (cellular Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm) for the
three proposed problems. Three different metrics were used in order to com-
pare the algorithms: The number of Pareto optima, the hypervolume, and
the set coverage metrics. We observed that MOCELL seemed to be better
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than CMOGA in terms of hypervolume and set coverage. On the other hand,
CMOGA outperformed MOCELL in the case of number of pareto optima. Al-
though the differences between the two algorithms in hypervolume and number
of pareto optima metrics are not statically significant, both of them reach a
high pareto optima result (since the maximum Pareto front is 100) and a high
hypervolume results (since the maximum value is 1.0). Regardless the hyper-
volume and the number of Pareto optima metrics, MOCELL won. From these
results, a clear conclusion can be drawn: MOCELL is a promising approach
for solving DFCNT with advantage over the existing one.

Future research is needed to tackle the MOPs with MOCELL. In addi-
tion, research that parallels MOCELL to reduce the execution time is needed
because reducing time will enable us to study other real-world scenarios that
are larger and have bigger number of devices.
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